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hood., m,hod .od lightning lit the jungle clearing in its entirety, as the last words of the spell were spoken. As the Orrorshan wizards flung their hands skyward in mad triumph, the pack of werewolves squatting around them howled in equally dark ecstasy. A gate to a new part of this world, a part not yet tom by the ravages of war, and it was all theirs ... The staccato crackle of rifle fire and the whine of machine guns interrupted the cries of triumph. Wizards and werewolves alike all went down in rows before the hail of lead and silver bullets that swept through their ranks. One wounded werewolf tried to crawl through the gate, then stopped, nailed to the ground by the silvered bayonet that pierced him between the shoulders. He gave a hoarse cry of agony, and then the only sounds were those of the storm. Brigadier Percival Cunningham of the 63rd Regiment, Royal Surreys of Birmingham reclined in his camp chair and listened as his adjutant gave the final tally. "Five wizards and a score of werewolves, Sir. No casualties on our side. Bloody good thing we attacked when we did. However, the chaplain believes that the gate will be up about three weeks." "I knew that storm would provide superior cover." Cunningham said. He stood up, his lean, trim figure seeming to tower over the diminutive adjutant. "Well, we've stopped them from going through their bloody gate, but we don't know where it leads, or what might come through the other side. And there's only one way to find out. Find Major Reynolds and tell him his 23rd Lancers can go in first, scouting out the area as they go. With luck, we can stop an invasion of either our realm, or someone else's, in its tracks."



••
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The Victorian soldiers, in their neatly pressed unilorms, in neat rows, bravely marched through the gate into some unknown world. They knew not what to expect, but they knew that their help would most certainly be needed. With all thoughts given to God, Queen and Country, none thought to perchance look over their shoulder. Slowly, silently, a shifting black mass, thick and viscous, trailed at a distance. Just as the last soldier disappeared through the opening, a tentative tendril reached out and through the gate. Soon, all that was left in the forest was the chill of the night air.



••• It was another warm, sunny morning in central California. The Central Valley had seen many such mornings, and the small number of remaining residents had grown accustomed to the eternal sunshine. While the area had been through much since the invasion - first, the primitive reality of the Living Land, and now the troubles in Los Angeles with the horrifying techno-demons - the people knew they could count on some constants, and beautiful mornings were part of the deal. . Lurking in a distant cave, far from any peering human eyes, the black mist, now in its form as the creature Dagarathov, pondered its situation. A



permanent home ... someplacefrom which to rule and gain power. Someplace near these simple-minded cattle, from which to control their shallow minds. I /lll/st Sllmmon a serva1lt.



• • • Donnie Shears was pretty content as ten-year-olds went. He had a bike, a little sister he could abuse to his heart's content, and tonight - tonight would besomethingspecial. Heand his friends were to meet at the graveyard for "!ruth or dare" night. To see who was the bravest of the gang and could slay all



night in the graveyard. He was determined to stick it out no matter what. But, first he had to make sure that he didn't have to worry about his friends trying something. "Yep, fifteen minutes ahead of time." As he closed in on the old graveyard, he noticed the gate had been left openpretty unusual. Slowly working his way through the rows of gravestones, he already felt the hair on the back of his neck start to rise. "Calm down ... there's nothing here. Be brave." Shadows seemed to grow to monstrous proportions, he heard twigs snap off in the darkness, movement off to the side, and then nothing. A ten-yearold's imagination can be worse than anything that can really happen. As he neared the back fences, he saw another shadow dart and move. He almost gave in, ready to run home and crawl under the covers. Maybe this wasn't such a good idea. Standing still, just watching, listening, hearing his own heart beat uncontrollably. That's when hisirnagination went on overtime. At first it looked like a couple of friends had crawled behind a pair of nearby tombstones, and were slowly rising up to try toscare him. "Billy, that's not funny. Stop it." Then, he saw the shadowsstretch ... a strange"click,click" sound ... the shadows became wings ... rising up out of the mists, nearly eight feetlall, the beast froze the small boy in his tracks. A tuft of brown hair slipped out from under the Rams cap, gum long forgotten and swallowed, mind desperatelyscrearning, "RUN! RUN!," but legs refusing to aet. No one heard the stifled scream coming from the back of the graveyard. Silently, a darkened shadow leaped into the night sky, headed for a multi-story building. Minutes later, a gaggle of kids gathered in front of the graveyard. "Where's Donnie?" "Dunno ... musta backed out. What a baby."
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,,"m/ V.II" adventure for Go,,;, Torg: Roleplaying the Possibility . Wars. You must have the roleplaying game to play this adventure. Adventures for Torg take place on Earth in the Near Nowan Earth that has been invaded by seven powerful beings from other realities. Theseinvaders,called High wrds, have the power to conquer realities different from their own and impose their reality upon their victims. Our world has been invaded because it is rich in possibility energl}, a spiritual force that courses through every being. It is the goal of each High Lord to gather enough possibility energy to become the Torg, a being of near infinite power who seeks only destruction and chaos. It is this same possibility energy that is responsible for the existence of Storm Knights, a select group of heroes who are the only true obstacle to the plans of the High Lords. In this adventure, the players' group of Storm Knights venture to the Central Valley area of California, deep in the Tehachapi Mountains. The area is sandwiched between a Living Landi Nippon Tech mixed zone to the north and the recently arrived Tharkold realm, which has taken control of the Los Angeles area to the south. The contents ofthis adventure are for the gamemaster only. Any player reading this adventure will ruin the adventure for herself and everyone else.



Adventure Format Gamemasters must read through the entire book before attempting to run the adventure. By doing this, the gamemaster can familiarize himself with the various characters and situations involved in the adventure and the motives and circumstances that drive them. This way, if the players do something unexpected during the course of the adventure, the gamemaster will be able to handle it in a



manner that will not conflict with later details of the story. Because of the conflicting factions involved in this adventure, it is necessary for the gamemaster to be thoroughly familiar with the timetable of actions for each group of individuals. It is assumed that the players will have their characters do things that neither the authors of the adventure nor the gamemaster could possibly have anticipated. Becauseofthis, the format is set up to allow characters to leave the established path for a while but eventually, out of necessity, return to the basic storyline of the adventure.



Acts and Scenes Torg adventures are divided into large sections called "acts." Central Vallet} Gate has four acts. Each actstarts with its own synopsis, called "The Major Beat," which outlines what the player characters (also caIled Storm Knights) are likely to encounter. Each act is broken down into several major encounters, called "scenes." Scenes are defined as either standard ordramatic, and this determines which conflict line of the drama deck is used for conflict resolution (see page 59 of the Torg Rulebook). Each scene begins with "The Situation" and is followed by "The Action." If applicable, a scene may also contain certain sections entitled "Events/' "Flags," "Variables," and "Cut to ... " "The Situation" section gives the gamemaster basic information for the scene from the point of view of the Storm Knights. Parts of this section can be read out loud to the players or paraphrased by the gamemaster to set the scene. "TheAction" section describes what is going to happen in the scene and gives details to be revealed to the players as the scene unfolds. This is the part that covers what happens in a scene in a linear sequence. Sometimes, however, it is convenient to have events occur in a more fluid manner.



In these cases, the "Event" sections



provide new bits that can occur at almost any time within a scene. "The Action" usually gives guidelines as to when within a scene events should occur. Events are always optional, and it is up to the gamemaster to decide whether or not to use them. "Flags" are like events, but they are triggered by something specific. The triggers can be in the same scene or can be carried over from another scene. For example, if the Storm Knights kill an edeinos tribe's optant in one scene, and then are captured in the nextscene, theedeinos will treat theStorm Knights very differently than if they had allowed the optant to live. "Variables" give tips on how to keep a scene running smoothly. As mentioned above, players often come up with ideas that are not covered directly in this ad venture. The role ofthe gamemaster is not to discourage the imaginations of his players, but to creatively deal with how they play their characters. "Variables" help the gamemaster keep the ad venture on track without frustrating the players. At the end of some scenes there may be several options for the Knights to take. "Cut To ..." list the different actions the Storm Knights can take and the name of the scene that lets the characters follow through on that choice. It is possible that some scenes will be completely passed over by the Storm Knights. If there is only one scene to go to, only one scene will be listed. Between acts there are sometimes "Interludes." These are usually points in the adventure where the players have some information to sort out or the characters have a lot of traveling to do. When a long passage of time takes place in a movie, a quick montage of pictures is used to suggest that a lot of time and distance has gone by. An "Interlude" is like that. You can assume that the time between acts goes by or, if you wish, you can play it out. "Interludes" are also used to convey information to the gamemaster (and,
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at her discretion, the piayers) regarding the behavior of characters not interacting with the Storm Knights at the present time. On the last page of the adventure is a section entitled "Stacks." Stacks are scenes that are not covered in the adventure text, but may occur at any time, probably triggered by subplot cards in the Drama Deck (see page 66 of the Torg Rlilebook). The "Stacks" section outlines some guidelines on how to use these subplots within the context of the current adventure, shouid the cards come into play.



Adventure Background Central California has become a highly contested area of Earth in the past few months, and Central Vallet) Gate piunges Storm Knights into the thick of the battle. Most of northern California has been under the control of Baruk Kaah since the early months of the invasion. However, as told in Operation: Hard Sell, 3327, High Lord of Nippon Tech, secretly took over the Sacramento region of California, stealing a huge chunk of territory from the edeinos High Lord. The public perceives the change to be a "victory" for the government of the United States, but not even the Delphi Council knows that 3327 has landed a maelstrom bridge in California. The Council has known about and encouraged massive investment by the Kanawa Corporation in California simply because it would provide monetary resources that the United States' economy needed so desperately. Kanawa has invested a fortune in central and southern California, with trillions of yen put into the Los Angeles area, which was evacuated soon after the initial invasion. The Nippon Tech High Lord thought that he stood to make a windfall until the arrival of the Tharkold realm on Earth. Tharkold, the realm of the technodemons, and home to Thratchen, was repelled from Earth in the initial invasion (made possible by Soviet psychics and Nippon Tech agents). Tharkold has come to Earth seeking revenge



••
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upon 3327 for his treachery, and made its presence known very quickly by dropping a maelstrom bridge into the heart of Los Angeles. The Tehachapi Mountains of California, including Central Valley, lie right in the middle of the disputed territories. To the north is the Living Land/Nippon Tech mixed zone, and to the south is the Tharkold realm. The most important investment in the area is the Kanawa-owned Seisaku, Inc. weapons factory. Central Valley is in a most uncomfortable situation ... Half a world away, in the horror realm of Orrorsh, a group of renegade occultists have built a gate into the Central Valley region. Their motivation was simply to go someplace new to amass power and glory. However, they were surprised and annihilated with their werewolf followers by a Victorian regiment just as the gate was created. Mindful of what started their involvement in the war in the first place, Brigadier Percival Cunningham, commander of the 63rd Regiment, Royal Surreys of Birmingham infantry and the attached 23rd Regiment, has decided to lead an expedition into this new region, either to provide support for a new area being attacked, or to forestall a new invasion of his own realm. However, a horrific Orrorshan entity named Dagarathov has also slipped through the gate, hoping to be able to amass more power before returning to the realm.



Adventure Synopsis When this adventure begins, the Storm Knights will be on their way to Central Valley after replying to a call for "experienced security agents" for a weapons factory in the area. The area has been visited by rampaging biker gangs, and the citizens must also fend off various creatures from the Living Land. In Act One, the Knights will rescue a young woman who has been kidnapped by a biker. They will learn from the woman that one of the biker gangs will attack her home town soon. The particular biker in the scene is the last survivor of a rival group that was Wiped out by the 23rd Regiment.



The Storm Knights will go to investigate, and run into the "relief" expedition of Victorians. With luck, a temporary alliance may be formed between the two sides, aimed against the bikers and any Living Land raiders that also show up. In Act Two, the Knights and Victorians escort the young woman back to her home town of Redside, only to find it under attack by edeinos raiders and various other creatures. The attack is fought off, but the edeinos have captured a number of factory employees,and the Knights must venture into the Living Land to get them back. Before they set out, they will meet the town's mayor, the factory's manager, a mysterious monster hunter, a team of Spartans sent to the area by the government, and a group of Nippon agents posing as survivalists and real estate brokers. The Kanawa group's primary goal is to foil Baruk Kaah's plans forexpansian, and then make land purchases in southern California and Mexico to prepare for the planting of stelae, but part of the group has its own contradictory agenda. Act Two ends with an arduous trek to the spiritually-fortified edeinos village, and a vicious battle against the edeinos and gospog guarding the prisoners, after which the freed captives can be escorted back home. Act Three sees the variousanti-Nippon elements make their move. A small group of edeinos trying to penetrate the plant's defenses sets off alarms, which draws the Storm Knights back to the facility. After uncovering an Occultech device (obviously indicatingTharkoldu involvement), the Storm Knights learn that the rogue elements of the Nippon group are attempting to destroy the weapons factory. If the Storm Knights decide to investigate the factory, they will learn that the Nippon company is manufacturing more than weapons, and that 3327 has an elaborate scheme in place. They will also learn that 3327 is slowly losing control of the plant, which has become the new residence of an Orrorshan horror that followed the Victorians through the gate. In Act Four, the Knights are contacted by a defector from the biker
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gang, whose boyfriend was spiritually enchanted into joining the gang. In exchange for valuable inside information the Knights must rescue Tony (the boyfriend) and pull au t his friends. Tony then explains the battle plan to the Knights, who must lead the defense of Redside. The act concludes with the attack on Redside by bikers ' edeinos and Tharkoldu.



New Living Land Miracles Several new miracles have been granted to optants loyal to Baruk Kaah in the Western Land. At this time these miracles are only available to ~ few of these optants, although, in time, It IS certain that most optants throughout the realm, even those opposed to Baruk Kaah, will gain access to these miracles.



Decreased Touch Spiritual Rating: 11 Community Rating: 9 Difficulty: 12 Range: touch Duration: 16 (30 minutes) Effect: numbs the recipient's sense of touch Decreased tOllch is the reverse variant of the common miracle heightelled 101lch. The recipient of this miracle loses his sense of touch for the miracle's duration. Normally, this ritual ceremony is used as a form of punishment for recalcitrantJakatts, as it causes the victim to lose some contact with life and Lanala. However, since the Possibility Wars began, Baruk Kaah has been !,ersuading his optants (with great dIfficulty) to cast this miracle on warriors about to go into battle. The warriors are never allowed to know the true duration of the miracle· they believe it will be permanent un~ less they do theirSaar's bidding. When the survivors (if any) return from battle, the optants will make false mystical gestures and pretend to remove the "curse." As resistance to the Saar's constant wars and use of IIdead" things such as gospog and stelae in-
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oner, not harming him, but holding



P



him helpless with a Sirellgih of25 until



erseverance Checks



Several times during the course of this adventure the Storm Knights are required to make Perserverallce checks. If the gamemaster wishes to have the Orrorshan element of this adventure remain a mystery, tell the Storm Knights to simply generate a bonus number, while the gamemaster keeps track of the Perserverallce total. creases, this new version of an old miracle helps force recalcitrant warriors into battle. It is especially useful when the Jakatts are human "newcomers" who do not have the stamina of edeinos warriors. In combat, decreased tOllch reduces the recipient's ability to feel pain, so the Jakatt may ignore all shock damage, although wounds and KO results still have full effect. After the miracle's duration is up, all shock damage that has been accumulated will take effect. If four or more individual shock causing injuries have been inflicted on the warrior, she must make a successful TOllghlless roll against a difficulty equal to their Toughness +10, or fall unconscious for ten minutes.



Earth Swallow Spiritual Rating: 14 Community Rating: 10 Difficulty: 16 Range: touch Duration: until eliminated by removing soil from area Effect: lets the land itself seize any trespassing enemies Earth swallow is another defensive mir~cle invoked by Jakatts, this one deSIgned to take an enemy alive. A patch of the land is consecrated, generally along a path or some other area an enemy might cross. When a nonJakatt steps onto the consecrated ground, the earth opens up and swallows hIm (up to his hips in the case of a humanoid being). The earth immediately closes in again around the pris-



a party ofJakatts comes to check on the trap. The person will not be pulled any further under the surface, but merely held immobile. When this miracle is called upon, theJakatt touches a specific spot; a two meter radius is affected. The land within the effect radius is "alive" and will actually seem to ooze back'to the person being held unless the soil is deposited outside the effect radius. The miracle will affect anyone who enters within the effect radius so entire groups of Storm Knight; might become entrapped by trying to rescue their friends. . If shovels and spades are available, It will take a single person half an hour to dig a companion out. For each additional person who coordinates on this reduce the time value by one. Digging WIth hands will be useless: the soil will flow back into place as soon as it is moved aside unless removed from the effect radius.



Grass Blossom Spear Spiritual Rating: 14 Community Rating: 10 Difficulty: 13 Range: within three meter radius of consecrated spot . Duration: until triggered Effect: turns the grass in a consecrated area into a javelin version of the blossom spear Grass blossom spear is a more powerful version of grass spear. It works in thesamemanner,doingthesamedamage, but has the added powers of the blossom spear: if the javelin causes any damage, thorns blossom along the tip of the shaft and cause one additional wound. Non-Jakatts cause an additional wound to the victim when removing the javelin unless they beat the mIracle's Spiritual rating with a medicille total. A Jakatt, on the other hand, can remove the javelin easily by sunply pUIlingltout, as the thorns will fall away once itis touched by "holy" hands. The Javelm returns to its original form of a blade of grass once removed or if it misses its initial attack.
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Grass Spear Spiritual Rating: 14 Community Rating: 9 Difficulty: 12 Range: three meter radius from consecrated spot Duration: until triggered Effect: turns the grass in a consecrated area into a javelin Grass spear is another defensive miracle the Jakatts use to defend their holy places from unbelievers. A small patch ofground is consecrated, with the spiritual power centered on a single blade ofgrass. When a non-Jakattcomes within three meters of the consecrated spot, Lanala will transform the grass blade into a javelin, which will impale the trespasser. To determine whether or notthe javelin hits, the Jakatt summoning the miracle must make a faith total when the spot is consecrated; the target must make a higher faith total to avoid damage. The javelin'sdamage total is 18 plus the bonus number rolled when the miracle is called upon. The javelin re-



turns to its original form of a blade of grass once removed or if it misses its initial attack.



Great Club Spiritual Rating: 9 Community Rating: 9 Difficulty: 11 Range: touch Duration: until re-planted Effect: turns a hrockt shoot into a two-handed club Great club enables a Jakatt to pray to Lanala to turn a hrockt shoot into a two-handed club. This club is covered with vines and leaves, and, when used with two hands, causes a damage value of STR+4. If used one-handed, it only causes STR+3.



Intensify Emotions Spiritual Rating: 12 Community Rating: 11 Difficulty: 11 Range: voice



Duration: result points +5 Effect: intensifies the emotions of a character IntensiftJemotions is a miracle which increases the character's love of life by whipping his normal, everyday emotions into almost a hurricane frenzy of feeling. A true Jakatt will cherish this miracle, just as he would any other which increased his appreciation of life, but BarukKaahhas had hisoptants concentrate on using it in militarilyuseful applications, such as to increase dislike of an enemy to sheer hatred, or turn mild trust of a priest into unshakable loyalty.



Pleasure Plant Spiritual Rating: 11 Community Rating: 11 Difficulty: 12 Range: 2 meter radius of plant Duration: permanent until plant is destroyed Effect: creates a device for stopping enemies by invoking their own desires .1
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Pleasure plant is used by optants to defend edeinos tribes or sacred sites from attack. It only affects intelligent non-Jakatts, and unlike pain sacks, easily allows capture of the victim for conversion to Keta Kalles or ceremonial slaying. The plant must be planted in an hour long ceremony (which calls upon the miracle). At the completion of the ceremony, a plant of incredible beauty, fragrance, and softness, with red, green and yellow flowers, standing about two meters tall, will grow up to mark the burial place and give off the miracle's effects. Any intelligent non-Jakatt who comes within two meters of the plant will be suddenly overwhelmed with desire for i t. Thebeauty, fragrance and soft feel of the plant will overwhelm the victim, and they will become transfixed to the plant, unwilling to leave its side. The plant's captive will have no real awareness of his surroundings, and will violently resist any attempts to drag him away from his beloved plant - a victim dragged away will constantly fightto rejoin the plant unless restrained somehow. The plant has a TOl/glmess of9; if it is destroyed, the victim will lapse into a stupor lasting anywhere from ten minutes to a full day (gamemaster's discretion, depending on the situation).
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Sharpen Animal's Senses Spiritual Rating: 13 Community Rating: 10 Difficulty: 10 Range: sight Duration: 16 (25 minutes) Effect: sharpens the senses of an animal This prayer allows a worshipper of Lanala to increase all five senses of a summoned animal, almost invariably a predatory one, making it a more effective hunter in tracking down the Jakatt's enemies. Usually the same Jakatt that has prayed for control of the beast also performs this miracle, but this is not necessary. Only one animal at a time may be affected by a single miracle. The animal's Perception and related skills skills are increased by the amount of success achieved by the miracle. Minimal success increases the animal's Perception by +1, average +2, good +5, sl/perior +10, and spectacular by +15.



Simple Club Spiritual Rating: 9 Community Rating: 8 Difficulty: 10 Range: touch Duration: until re-planted Effect: turns a hrockt shoot into a club



Simple club allows a Jakatt to take a hrockt shoot and pray to Lanala to turn it into a club. It looks like a onehanded club, covered with vines and leaves. The damage value is STR+3.



Spiked Club Spiritual Rating: 14 Community Rating: 10 Difficulty: 12 Range: touch Duration: until re-planted' Effect: turns a hrockt shoot into a spiked club Spiked club allows a Jakatt to turn a hrockt shoot into a spiked club. ltlooks like the Simple Club, but is heavily studded with thoms, causing a damage value of STR+4:



Spiked Great Club Spiritual Rating: 14 Community Rating: 11 Difficulty: 13 Range: touch Duration: until re-planted Effect: turns a hrockt shoot into a spiked two-handed club Spikedgreat club turnsa hrocktshoot into a spiked, two-handed club, covered with vines and thorns. The damage value is STR +5 (only STR +4 is used one-handed).



Act One



Act One



Enter the Victorians The Major Beat In this act, the heroes, while travel-



ing to the town of Redside, California, rescue a young woman from a rogue biker who has kidnapped her. Upon questioning, both will have news of intruders, in the form of a huge motorcycle gang and what will turnouttobe a Victorian force from Orrorsh, whIch arrived courtesy of a newly-made gate. The Storm Knights will stumble upon the Victorian army encampment, and attempt to negotiate with the Victorians for help against the bikers and any additional raiders who may come from the Living Land.



SCENE ONE: A Plea for Help The Situation Standard. The adventure begins with the Storm Knights having decided to come to Redside, CA, because they have been hired to work as a security force for a weapons factory owned by Seisaku, Inc. They accepted the job after strong urging from. the Delphi Council, under the proVIsIOns of the Storm Knight Registration Act. The Storm Knights may approach thIS as a straightforward job, or be SUSpIcious and cautious. This first scene will be run early in the morning, just as they have descended from the mountains into Central Valley. The early morning sun has burnt off some of the haze, and temperatures are rapidly starting t~ climb. The terrain around the mountainS and in the valley is dry forest and sparse grassy plains. The Storm Knights will already be familiarwithsomeoftheproblerns faced by residents of this region. The motor-



cycle gangs of the western states have been pouringintoCalifonua atan ing rate. The Central Valley regIOn IS In the Tehachapi Mountains, stuck between the chaos of the Tharkoldu realm to the south in Los Angeles and the ongoing struggle between the Living Land and Nippon, just a few mIles to the north. The events ofthepast few months haveleft thearea disorganized and most of the troops and police have been sent to one of the war fronts.



ala.rrn-



The Action While the heroes are travelling down the deserted and poorly maintained highway or resting by the side of the road, they hear the sound of a lone motorcycle in the distance. It is rapidly closing in on their location. Soon, the bike appears, carrying two people: a scruffy, unkempt young male with a leather jacket, sunglasses and boots, and a youn·g woman whose hands are tied, with an additional rope binding her to the bike. The man is battered, bruised and bloody. As soon as the biker sees the Knights, he will stop and try to tum his bike around. The young woman will scream, "Please! Help me!" The biker will then try to escape by going cross country if necessary. If he appears cornered, he will stop the bike, grab the woman and hold a switchblade to her throat, trying to force the Storm Knights away. The biker is named Snake; his captive is a local geologist named Janet Gilman. Snake isan undisciplined and dangerous man. He was with his gang for several years, but just a few hours ago all of his friends were wiped out by a Victorian force that came through a gate a few days earlier. He is now looking for a place to take refuge. He figured that by taking Janet Gilman captive he would be able to ransom her to the town. While dangerous, he
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isn't very bright. When confronted by the Storm Knights, his only concern is escape, and he doesn't care ifJanet has to die for him to get away. Snake DEXTERITY 8 Fire combat 9, lock picking 9, melee weapons 10, unarmed combat 10 STRENGTH 9 Lifting 10 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 7 Land vehicles 11, trick S MIND 6 CHARISMA 6 TauntS SPIRIT 8 Intimidation 11 Possibilities: none Equipment: Chain (damage value STR +5/19), knife (damage value STR+3/17), leather jacket (armor value +2/20), motorcycle (speed value 14/ 120 mph/195 kmh, passengers 2, TaU 15, Tech 22). Janet Gilman is an attractive woman in her late '20s, with shoulder-length light brown hair. She is very capable and intelligent, and a shrewd negotIator. She is a native of Redside, and returned home from college after the invasion began. She has taken a job with Seisaku, Inc., and was studying soil and mineral types in the mountains before she was taken captive by Snake. Janet Gilman, Geologist DEXTERITY 8 Running 9, swimming 9 STRENGTH 6 TOUGHNESS 6 PERCEPTION 9 Evidence analysis 11, find 10, land vehicles 9, scholar (geology) 13 MIND 10 Science 11 CHARISMA 10 Charm 11, persuasion 11 SPIRIT 8 Possibilities: none Equipment: none Once the rescue has taken place, Janet will thank the Storm Knights for rescuing her. She will explain that she was collecting soil samples when Snake and his buddies grabbed her. She overheard talk among her captors about meeting up with a gang led by a • I
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biker named "Hog" for a big raid they have in mind for her home town of Redside sometime in the next couple of days. Janet will explain that Snake's gang was all but wiped out in a battle with some strangers on horseback, dressed in 19th-century war uniforms, and that Snake was fleeing them when he blundered into the Storm Knights. If Snake is still alive, he will refuse to cooperate unless threatened. However, once his resolve starts to go, he will tell the Storm Knights whatever they want to know: 'We got jumped by a bunch of weirdos, man. They were men instead ofscales, but they were still weirdos. All of them on horseback, with old-fashioned rifles. A lot of us got taken au t by their rifles before we even had a chance to fight back." About the upcoming attack, Snake will only tell the following: "I don't know, man! We're just gonna work with Hog's Boys on this one raid, and we were gonna split the booty. Money, weapons, the whole deal. 1don't know anything else." Janet will be willing to lead the Storm Knights to the battle site. Snake can be intimidated into doing the same with a stymied result or better, or a persuasion result of negotiated agreeI11mt or better.



Variables If the Storm Knights allow Snake to kill Janet, you may have them find out about the "weirdos" on horseback by questioning Snake (if he's still alive), or by continuing on toward Redside. As they near the town, have them make a find or Perception total of 7 to see what appear to be hundreds of motorcycle trails going off the road and leading toward the mountains. If they follow these trails, they will find the battle scene (about one mile in from the main road).



Cut To



...



If the heroes decide to investigate Janet and Snake's stories, or follow the motorcycle trails leading from the highway, cut to "Scene Two: The Victorian Encampment."



If they decide to continue on to Redside, cut to Act Two.



SCENE TWO: The Victorian Encampment The Situation Standard. The Storm Knights discover the site of the recent battle, with dead bikers strewn around with a few other corpses; the uniforms are those of Gaean Victorian cavalrymen. Describe the scene: After about a mile of travelling through the scrub of the valley, you top a small hill and see a ghastly sight. Several dozen corpses lie strewn about the immediate area most of the bodies are those of bikers dressed much like Snake, but there are a few others in crisp, red military uniforms of the nineteenth century. (If the Storm Knights are familiar with the Victorians, you can openly describe them as such.) Nearly thirty motorcycles are lying on the ground, along with countless melee weapons: knives, chains, sabers and bayonets. There are a few small pistols and some primitive rifles as well.



The Action This is the battle scene where the 23rd Lancers Victorian troops wiped out Snake's gang. After the Storm Knights have had a few seconds for observation, read aloud: Off in the distance, you see a glimmer of sunlight on metal. There are about a dozen figures, about mansized, some 200 meters away. Any character making a Perception total of 12 (or with binoculars, no total needed) will be able to see that the men are Victorians, dressed in their familiar red coats, with white helmets and blue pants. They are digging a huge mass grave for the dead bikers, as well as



Act One



inclividual graves for their fallen comrades (there are only a few individual graves). A priest is performing last rites for each of the bodies. Three rounds after the Victorians are spotted, the Victorians will spot the Storm Knight group. The Storm Knights will see a flurry of activity, as the men rush to their horses and grab their rifles. Two men mount their horses, and head away from the group, while the other ten close toward the Storm Knights. These soldiers are part of the 23rd Regiment. The soldiers will approach cautiously, with their weapons leveled at the Storm Knights, and the leader, a Corporal Douglas, will ask, "Who are you, and what is your intent. Speak now, or face our weaponry!" The Victorians have no idea where they are, and are looking for Orrorsh monsters that may have come through the gate. They are also present to prevent yet another invasion of the Orrorsh realm from wherever the gate



landed. They have only been in California for two days, and haven't yet realized they are still on Earth. The troops have made camp about one mile from the battle site. Corporal Douglas really no desire to go into battle without reinforcements (especially if the Storm Knights are obviously well-armed). Douglas has the same stats as a typical soldier (given below). If the Storm Knights are cooperative, he will order them to accompany him to the encampment and confiscate their weapons. Another two dozen cavalry men will arrive on horseback six minutes after the Victorians first spot the Storm Knights (provided the Storm Knights didn't stop the two messengers sent to the camp). 23rd Lancers/Regiment Cavalrymen DEXTERITY 9 Dodge 11, beast riding 12, fire combat 10, maneuver 10, melee weapons 12, unarmed combat 10 STRENGTH 10



TOUGHNESS 9 PERCEPTION 9 MIND 8 Willpower 10 CHARISMA 7 SPIRIT 8 Faith (Sacellum) 9 Possibility Potential: none Equipment: Lee-Hollings rifle (damage value 18, 3-40/300/1800, ammo 8, Tech 19), bayonet (damage valueSTR+5/19),lance(damagevalue is speed value +6 or STR +4/14) Horse DEXTERITY 9 Dodge 10, running 11, unarmed combat 10 STRENGTH 13 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 6 MIND 3 Willpower 8 CHARISMA 3 SPIRIT 3 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: Hooves (damage value STR +2/15)
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The Encampment



men (for the five Armstrong heavy guns). There are 15 support personnel. Additionally, 40 infantry have been stationed on this side of the gate to make sure that no further creatures emerge from Orrorsh. The rest of the two regiments have remained on the other side of the gate, in Orrorsh. Once the Knights have been brought to the encampment, they will be introduced to Cunningham. A tall, slender middle-aged man, Brigadier Cunningham is in excellent physical condition, as much from his love of hunting as from his military experience. He has black hair and a thin mustache.



PERCEPTION 9 Find 10, first aid 10, scholar (military tactics) 13, tracking 11, trick 13 MINDS Survival 10, test of will 10, willpower 12 CHARISMA 11 Charm 14 SPIRIT 10 Faith (Sacellum) 11, intimidation 12, reality 11 Possibilities: 12 Equipment: Harford revolver (damage value 15, 3-5/15/40, ammo 5, Tech19),sabre(damagevaleSTR+5/ 19), Lee-Hollings rifle (damage value 18)



The Victorian encampment is under the command of Brigadier-General Percival Cunningham. His second in command is Captain Michael Tompkins, and the Chaplain is Captain William Ambrose. There are 36 mounted cavalrymen with the 23rd Regiment. The 63rd Regiment, Royal Surreys of Birmingham, has 150 infantry troops, as well as five artillery



Brigadier-General Percival Cunningham DEXTERITY 10 Beast riding 12, dodge 12, fire combat 12, maneuver 11, melee weapons 12, swimming II, unarmed combat 11 STRENGTH 11 Climbing 12, lifting 12 TOUGHNESS 11



Captain Michael Tompkins is Cunningham's trustworthy advisor and assistant. A relatively short man with brown hair and the inevitable thin mustache, Tompkins is somewhat more intellectual than his superior (hence his position as adjutant). He does try to fit in with more the common Victorian troops.



Flag If the Storm Knights haven't found out about the impending attack on Redside by the biker gang (either through Janet or Snake), have one of the Storm Knights discover a hand scrawled set of instructions, covered in blood, that was dropped in the soil during the battle. The instructions read: "Join lip with Hog's Boys ill MOIlIltaills. 150 mell. Redside; arms factory."
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Captain Michael Tompkins (Adjutant) DEXTERITY 9 Beast riding 12, dodge 11, fire combat 11, maneuver 10, melee weapons 10 STRENGTH 9 TOUGHNESS 11 PERCEPTION 11 Find 12, first aid 13, scholar (military tactics) 13, tracking 13, trick 14 MIND 10 CHARISMA 9 Persuasion 10, taunt 10 SPIRITS Possibilities: none Equipment: Harford revolver (damage value 15), sabre (damage vale STR+5/19), Lee-Hollings rifle (damage value 18) Chaplain Ambrose is the most openminded of the officers, and while he too believes that the Victorians are morally superior, he is more willing to take advice and knowledge from non-Victorians. A middle-aged, balding man with gray hair, the chaplain is less forceful than the average Victorian priest, being
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more eager to negotiate with those who are not obviously enemies. He will be the Knights' only real ally in their negotiations with the Victorians. Captain William Ambrose (Chaplain) DEXTERITYS Beast riding 9, dodge 9, fire combat 9 STRENGTH 9 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 10 MIND 9 Test 11 CHARISMA 12 Charm 13, persuasion 14 SPIRIT 12 Faith (Sacellum) 14, focus 15, intimidation 14 Possibilities: none Equipment: Harford revolver (damage value 15), sabre (damagevale STR+5/19), Lee-HoIlings rifle (damage value 18), Sacellum bible, silver crucifix Miracles: bless, bless missile, hell's



fire, staff of righteousness, ward danger, ward enemy



The average troops are illiterate, stubborn, and are convinced of their natural superiority, especially in light of their easy victory over the "ruffians on motorized bicycles." The Victorian troops know little outside the sphere of soldiering, but are tenacious fighters who will not admit defeat.



.~



63rd Regiment Soldiers DEXTERITY 9 Dodge 11, fire combat 11, maneuverlO, melee weapons 10, unarmed combat 10 STRENGTH 10 TOUGHNESS 9 PERCEPTION 9 MIND 8 Willpower 10 . CHARISMA 7 SPIRIT 8 Faith (Sacellum) 9 Possibility Potential: none Equipment: Lee-Hollings rifle (damage value 18), bayonet (damage value STR +5/19) There are five artillery men, with the same stats as the general soldiers, plus heavy weapons at 12. They are



Act One



equipped with a Harford revolver (damage value 15). Their heavy guns are 12-pounder Armstrongs (damage value 25, range 3-300/1200/3km, ammo 1, shell blast radius of 0-4/10/ 25; has a +1 add at all ranges). A gunner and assistant is required to load and then fire in the same round; if the gunner is operating the weapon by himself, reloading takes an entire round, and he can fire on the next round.



Forming a Tenuous Alliance The opening moments of the meeting should convince both sides that they are dealing with characters from two completely different worlds. Brigadier Cunningham will immediately attempt to usher Janet and any female Storm Knights into a separate tent to relax while the men discuss important matters. This may make for amusing culture shock situations. As the Knights approach the tent, they will each be touched with Chaplain Ambrose's silver crucifix, for fear that the strange visitors may be werewolves or other hideous creatures. Brigadier Cunningham will show obvious distaste for any non-humans (such as dwarves, elves or edeinos) or any cybernetically enhanced or obvious magic-using humans. Janet is recognized by several of the Victorian soldiers, who, unforh..mately, were unable to rescue her during the battle. During negotiations, the Victorians start out as nelltral. A Knight such as a werewolf, who is obviously an



Orrorshan monster, will make things two steps more difficult by his very presence. Non-human Knights will make things one step more difficult, as will any Knights, especially female ones, who make harsh and tactless complaints about Cunningham's attempt to separate the sexes before the meeting. Janet's testimony, ifallowed, will make things one step easier. The Storm Knights should try to hammer out an alliance with the Victorians. Since they already know about the size of the biker gang, the Knights know that Redside will be all but defenseless unless they can recruit the Victorians. Assuming things end on a happy note, the alliance will be sealed with whiskey and cigars (only for the males) and handshakes, and the Victorian force will take up the march toward Redside. A negotiated agreenlellt result means the Victorians will help, but only ifthe Storm Knights promise to help them hunt down any evil creatures in the area. Ayes or vow agreement will convince the Victorians to help defend the town, but they will still retain their prime objective of finding any creatures that have come through the gate. If the negotiations fail,Janetwill plead with Cunningham and his staff to defend her almost helpless town, and her pleading will have its affect treat the result as a negotiated agreement.



The Victorians and Their Horrors During the course of the negotiations, the gamemaster should portray Cunningham as cautious and suspi-



cious, not at all ready to make a deal without assurance that he is doing the right thing. If the Storm Knights can convince him that he is indeed on Earth, he will seem to open up, and will detail the battle in Orrorsh and the deaths ofthe werewolves and wizards prior to the Victorians coming through. As soon as he completes this tale, have the Storm Knights make a !,erseverance check against the monster's fear rating of 15 (see Act Four for more information), bearing in mind that the beginning value for the group is 8. If successful, their Perseverance goes up by 1. For more information on Perseverance and Orrorshan horrors, see the Orrors" sourcebook.



A Just Ending If Snake is still alive and with the Storm Knights, Cunningham will insist on hanging him as an "uncivilized barbarian totally lacking in morals." If the Storm Knights press the issue, Cunningham will refuse to backdown, explaining that Snake's friends killed several of the Victorian scouts "without provocation."



Awards The Knights each get one Possibility if they convince the Victorians to defend Redside. If Janet had to strike the alliance, or no alliance was forged,



the Storm Knights receive no Possi-· bilities.



Cut To ... Cut to Act Two, "Danger in Redside."
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Act Two



Danger in Redside The Major Beat The Storm Knights and Victorians arrive in Redside during the middle of an attack by a sizable force of edeinos, gospog, stalengers, and a pair of benthe-controlled baragons. After the Storm Knights and Victorians drive off the attackers, they encounter many of the. townsfolk, including the mayor; Reggte Blake, manager of the Seisaku plant and the employer of the Storm Knights; a mysterious Orrorshan monsterhunter; Spartans sent by theDelphi Council; and, "survivalists" who have rescued residents captured in earlier raids. With the assistance of the survivalists and the Spartans, the Storm Knights must enter the Living Land/Nippon Tech mixed zone to rescue villagers captured in the most recent raid. The climax of this act is the attack on the spiritually-protected edeinos tribe encampment, where the captives are being held.



SCENE ONE: The Relief of Redside The Situation Standard. In the forefront of the combined force, the Storm Knights amve at the outskirts of Redside, to hear the continuous crackle of rifle fire. Hurrying forward, they discover that the town is under siege, and apparently losing the fight. Edeinos and stalengers are routing the town, while gospog provide covering fire in the distance. Describe the scene: The edeinos and stalengers are taking their toll on the town. Their lack of tactics has clearly thrown the • I
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to~'s meager defenses into chaos, and It appears that the town only has a few people capable of fighting. Nearly a dozen stalengers waft above the buildings on the air currents while at least two score of edeinos ar~ rampaging mindlessly, destroying cars, setting fires and attacking at random. Up on the hill, you can see ?-early a hundred more edeinos readymg a charge with a pair of baragons while it appears that there are several gospog sharpshooters to provide cover. Several edeinos are carrying captives away to the north.



The Action Redside is clearly a town in trouble. One hundred edeinos warriors are massing for a rush with their spears, and two huge baragons are in the centerofthe line. Heroes who look closely at the beasts with binoculars or the like will discover that each baragon has a benthe attached to it.



T



he Arms Factory



The Seisaku arms factory in town has been subcontracted to make M16s for the Delphi Council and U.s. government. Unfortunately, the biker gangs have stopped shipments of metals for the manufactureofthe guns, virtuallyshutting down the factory, and ammunition is also in extremely short supply (the factory hasn't been tooled to manufacture ammo, so it must be shipped into town). The Delphi Council, with the goings-on in Los Angeles, has been unable to deploy more forces to Redside for its defense - all that can be spared are the Storm Knights.



Act Two



Backing up the force are a score of gospog of the First Planting, armed with M16s, and a half dozen gospog of the Second Planting, armed with M1 Garand rifles. The Knights can see many human corpses in the streets, while the residents of Redside are fighting from whatever provides cover.



The edeinos have assaulted the town from the north, and their battle line is about 100 meters north of the town's shopping center (building 12 on Map 2, "The Town of Redside"). Lacking the ability for true strategy, their deployment is very simple: the Second-Planting gospog are stationed at the top of a small hill, acting as



snipers. The edeinos and baragons are still forming their battle line, with the gospog deployed to either side to act as supporting fire. Within the town, there are at least two score edeinos and a dozen stalengers wandering about, attacking the town's defenders, destroying buildings and the like. The town's defenders are scattered



Forces of the Living Land This attack has been started by the Teraks Kest tribe, located just over the border of the Living Land/Nippon mixed zone. The warriors were told to destroy the weapons factory on the southern side of town (location 3 on Map 2), and if that was impossible, they were to capture as many townspeople as possible, either for conversion to Keta Kalles or ritual sacrifice. Edeinos Warriors (140) DEXTERITY 11 Dodge 12,missile weapons 12, stealth 12 STRENGTH 9 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 9 Language 10, tracking 10, trick 10 MIND 9 Test 11, willpower 10 CHARISMAB Taunt 9 SPIRIT 10 Faith (Keta Kalles) 11, focus 11, intimidation 10 Possibility Potential: some (55) Natural Tools: Claws (damage value STR +3/12), teeth (damage value STR +2/11), tail (damage value STR) Equipment: Hrockt spear (damage value STR + 3/19) Miracles: Simple spear Note: The edeinos warriors are currently affected by the following miracles: Heightened Dexterity (adds +2 to all Dexteritljbased actions)



Stalengers (12) DEXTERITYB Dodge 11,flight 12, stealth 11, unarmed combat 12 STRENGTHB TOUGHNESSB PERCEPTION 9 Find 11, tracking 11 MINDB Artist 10, survival 10 CHARISMA 7 SPIRITB Faith (Keta Kalles) 11, focus 12 Possibility Potential: some (65) Natural-Tools: Tentacles (damage value STR +4/12), flying pump (speed value 11) Baragon (2) DEXTERITY 11 Running 12, stealth 12, unarmed combat 14 STRENGTHIB TOUGHNESS 19 PERCEPTION 6 Trick (10) MINDS Test (10) CHARISMA 4 Taunt (10) SPIRIT 2 Intimidation 10 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: Teeth (damage value STR), claws (damage value STR) Gospog of the First Planting (20) DEXTERITYB Energy weapons 9, fire combat 9, melee weapons 9, missile weapons 9, unarmed combat 9



STRENGTHB Climbing 9 TOUGHNESSB PERCEPTION 7 Find 10, tracking 8 MIND 7 Willpower 10 CHARISMA 7 SPIRIT 7 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: Flexible internal structure (armor value TOU +2/10) Equipment: M-16 (damage value 20, 3-40/250/400, ammo 10) Gospog of the Second Planting (6) DEXTERITY 12 Dodge 14, energy weapons 13, fire combat 14, melee weapons 13, missile weapons 13, unarmed combat 13 STRENGTH 11 Climbing 12 TOUGHNESS 12 PERCEPTION 9 Find 11, tracking 10 MINDB Test (11), willpower 10 CHARISMA 7 Taunt (10) SPIRIT 7 Intimidation 11 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: Armored hide (armor value TOU +2/14), claws (damagevalueSTR +2/13), teeth (damage value STR +3/14), tail (damage value STR) Equipment: M1 Garand (damage value 20,3-40/400/600, ammo 8)
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~ Central Valley Gate: Map 2 The Town of Redside ~80
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Ad Two



Running the Battle It would be time-consuming and frustrating to run the entire Battle of Redside during this scene. An alternate way to run this type of scene is to concentrateon theactivitiesoftheStorm Knights, while using the other events as background detail. The Storm Knights will probably want to force the invaders back - after the initial attack by the baragons, edeinos and stalengers, the Storm Knights may attempt to take out the gospog or remaining edeinos. After the first encounter, once the Storm Knights have taken out five Living Land foes or more than ten rounds have passed, the enemy will start a haphazard retreat. The Storm Knights should be encouraged to lend aid to the town, by tending to the wounded, putting out fires, and



about: four riflemen are taking cover on the roof of the shopping center, another pair are in the parking lot (pulling cover from the cars), and a half dozen men are holed up in the school. The rest of the men are scattered randomly amongst the other buildings of the town. The townspeople who are unable to fight are holed up in their basements and other "secure" areas. Once the Victorians see the battle, they will insist upon engaging the Living Land creatures. Cunningham will insist that the Storm Knights attempt to rally the forces of the town by leading a charge, while the cavalrymen and infantry will be sent on a separate charge to confuse the enemy. The Armstrong guns will be set up immediately. The first shells are remarkably successful - one bursts squarely on a baragon, killing it outright, while the second one seems confused. Characters making a Perception total of 16, or with the aid ofbinoculars, a total of 10, will show that shrapnel from the shell bursts has shredded the benthe con-



so forth, rather than pursue the enemy back into the Living Land - that will corne soon enough. In terms of Storm Knight activities,and to simulate the chaos of battle, roll a die for each Storm Knight for each turn (roll as if generating a skill total, rerolling on lOs and 20s). If a 15 or less is rolled, there is no encounter; if a 16-19 is rolled, the Storm Knight in question will corne into melee range with an edeinos or stalenger; if a 20-22 is rolled, a creature comes into melee range, but as soon as the Storm Knight closes, a Victorian infantryman shoots the opponent before they can actually engage in battle. If a 23 or higher is rolled, one of the gospog sharpshooters will decide to shootat the Storm Knight. The way the encounter occurs can be done any number of ways



trolling the beast, leaving it confused by the noise and the smoke. Setting out at random, it charges directly at the Storm Knights. Behind it, two dozen edeinos, thinking this is the signal to attack, charge in behind, with all of the first-planting gospog on their heels to provide fire support. Because the cavalry and infantry are preoccupied with the other edeinos and gospog, the Storm Knights will have to deal with these foes by themselves. After five rounds of combat, ten stalengers will corne to the aid of their allies, attempting to surprise the Storm Knights from above (makestmllh rolls). Barely two dozen men are healthy enough to defend Redside, but they are trying their best to hold off the invaders. The town used to have far . more men to defend it, but previous raids have taken a heavy toll- there are about 50 men in the hospital, too injured to fight. This is one reason the support of the Victorians and Storm Knights is important - without outside aid, either the edeinos or bikers could quickly crush Redside's defenses.



- the Storm Knight sees the opponent out in the open and charges, a stalenger attacks from the air, an edeinos leaps off a rooftop to attack from behind, a miracle is used to stop the Storm Knight, and so forth. For "background action", the gamemaster is at liberty to describe typical scenes: townspeople shooting from their windows at the edeinos, an edeinos and a Redside resident rolling around on the ground in mortal combat, a building goes up in flames, a pole falls, killing somebody with the still charged electricallines. From the background action, the course of the battle should be described - i f the residents of Redside are winning, describe more encounters where the citizens defeat the invaders.



Men of Redside (25) DEXTERITY 7 Fire combat 8, unarmed combat 8 STRENGTHS Lifting 9 TOUGHNESSS PERCEPTION 7 First aid 8, land vehicles 9 MIND 7 Survival 8 CHARISMA 6 SPIRIT 7 Possibility Potential: some (60) Equipment: M16 (damage value 20, range 3-40/250/400, ammo 10), baseball bat (damage value STR +3/18)



SCENE TWO: Foes, Friends and a Mystery The Situation Standard. Once the edeinos attack on Redside has been repulsed, Janet will guide the Storm Knights and
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Brigadier Cunningh~m's staff to City Hall, where they will receive the gratitude of Mayor Albert Marlin and meet their employer, Reggie Blake, manager of the arms factory. During this scene, they will also meet McCreedy, a mysterious Victorian who claims to be on the trail of an Orrorshan horror, as well as a group of "survivalists" who have become a symbol of resistance to the predations of the edeinos.



The Action The battle is over, but the clean-up has just begun. Dead bodies, both human and edeinos, litter the streets, with the pavement stained by the pools of blood. Several of the town's buildings have been set on fire. Some of the townspeople, both those who were fighting and those in hiding, come out to begin the grim prospect of cleaning up, but also to thank the Storm Knights and Victorians for their efforts. For some sample encounters, the Storm Knightsmaycomeuponsomeonewho
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is still alive (barely) and have to administer first aid or use the medicine skill to save him. Brigadier-General CUnningham will order his troops to help with the clean up. Janet (if she is with the group) will see her mother emerge from one of the buildings, but during the course of the encounter, will learn that her brother Patrick was just killed in the raid. All of these sights are meant to help the Storm Knights realize what a tragic series of events has plagued Redside, and that the people are barely holding on to their sanity.



Rescue There is still a major piece ofunfinished business concerning the edeinos. Half a dozen of the townspeople have been kidnapped by the edeinos. Frightened relatives plead to the Storm Knights to rescue these people. If desired, the gamemaster could have Captain Tompkins and several of the regular Victorian troops volunteer to ac-



company the Storm Knights into the Living Land where the edeinos tribe is located.



The Boss While the Storm Knights are in the midst of cleaning up, they will be approached by two men. The leader of the pair is Albert Marlin, Mayor of Redside, and now de facto police chief. Second in line is Reggie Blake, the Australian manager of the Seisaku arms factory in town, and the man who recruited the Storm Knights to defend the town. Upon seeing the two men, Janet will run toward Marlin, screaming, "Mayor Marlin, we're in serious trouble. There is a biker gang somewhere near here, and they are planning to attack the town in two days! These people here saved me from one of the bikers." The Mayor will visibly pale when she mentions the upcomingattack, and when she is finished, he will quickly



Act Two



turn his attention to the Storm Knights. "Well, thank you for your efforts. As you can see, aUf situation is getting worse, and there are only a few people left who are capable of fighting. I believethatyou were hired by this gentleman, Reggie Blake, manager of the arms factory." At that point, Blake an Australian, will step forward, heartily shaking each Storm Knight's hand, with a cheer(ul, "G'day mate!" After the pleasantries, Blake will quickly get to business: "Well, as you can see, the town's defenses have been battered by the blimey scales! My rate is $1000 per week, per individual; while in my employ, you are on 24-hour call. I'd like you to be available for a coup!'a weeks, at least until we can get a convoy of ammo trucks into town and some of the folks here have healed up a bit." "I'd like you to lead a rescue party for those people who got kidnapped in that last raid. Some of 'em are my workers, and we need your 'elp. It's worth a $500 bonus to ya." Blake is cheery, but underneath his charismatic veil, he is deadly serious, and fully expects the Storm Knights to accept his deal with no complaints and no negotiating. After the deal is settled, he explains to the Storm Knights that he'll meet them at the factory tomorrow morning, and he'll givethema tour. Whilethey'rein town, they have a room for each Knight above The Valley Hotel, the only bar/hotel in town (building 4 on Map 2). Albert Marlin (Mayor of Redside) DEXTERITY 6 Fire combat 7, melee weapons 7, unarmed combat 7 STRENGTH 8 TOUGHNESS 7 PERCEPTION 9 Evidence analysis 10, trick 11 MIND 9 CHARISMA 8 Charm 10, persuasion 12, taunt 11 SPIRIT 6 Intimidation 9 Possibilities: none Equipment: .38 revolver (damage value 14), pocketknife (damage value STR +1/16)



Description: A somewhat portly, middle-aged man with half-red, halfgray hair, Albert Marlin is a shrewd politician and an open-eyed realist. Painfully aware of his lack of experience in military matters, he will willingly turn Redside's defense over to the Victorians, Storm Knights, or anyone else who is apparently capable of protecting his town. Reggie Blake, Businessman DEXTERITY 7 Lock picking 10, prestidigitation 9, stealth 10 STRENGTH 7 TOUGHNESS 6 PERCEPTION 11 Disguise 13,find 12,languageUapanese) 13, scholar (economics) 14, trick 13 MIND 12 Business 16, test 14, willpower 14 CHARISMA 8 Charm 10, persuasion 10, taunt 10 SPIRIT 9 Reality 11 Possibilities: 6 Equipment: 13mm Chunyokai (damage value 18, range 3-10/40/50, ammo 9), Zamftech Monolith Description: A sandy-haired man of medium height, Blake is not very dangerous physically, but more than makes up for it with his cunning. Blake, as the Storm Knights might already suspect, is a Nippon Tech agent, although if asked, he'll say that the company is "merely a Japanese corporation"; of course, he'll deny any knowledge of a "Nippon Tech" cosmo He needs the Storm Knights to defend the plant, because with the increasing number of raids by both edeinos and bikers, he feels that a major assault on the town is imminent. Despite his loyalty to Nippon, he genuinely cares about his workers and the town as a whole, and he hopes that the Storm Knights will be able to do some good. The mayor and Blake will insist on going to the mayor's office to discuss the current situation. Once inside, they will merely provide more detail Blake will explain that he wants the Storm Knights to place prime emphasis on the plant, but they also must help the town out. Blake will explain that the manufacture of weapons has



been halted because of the assaults of the bikers, who have effectively stopped the delivery of metals. Marlin will ask the Victorians to make camp just outside the town and to also assist in its defense, and Cunningham will quickly agree to the idea.



Event: Survivalists After the Knights, Marlin and Blake have had a few moments to discuss the current situation, the Mayor's attention will be drawn to a stir outside theoffice.Happears the Storm Knights and Victorians aren't the only heroes showing up in town today. They will see a tearful reunion between four children and their parents. The mayor will inform the Knights thatthesechildren had been missing since late yesterday, and his pitiful manpower resources had prevented him from mounting much of a search before the edeinos attack trapped everyone in town.



The rescuers are standing off in a knot to one side of the families: nine husky men in ou tdoor clothing, armed with shotguns, pistols, and knives. Without any explanation, Blake and the Mayor usher the Knights outside. Once the Knights and Victorian officers come over to the new visitors, their leader, a strikingly handsome, cleanshaven blond fellow, steps forward to introduce himself. With a modest swagger, he introduces himself as "John Birch Harris:' the leader of a small band of survivalists who have been trying to help the town. Harris and his fellow survivalists are apparently living refutations of the survivalist stereotype, being quite polite and showing considerable intelligence. Harris will actively attempt to strike up a relationship with any female Storm Knights. When questioned about his normal occupation, he proudly flashes the ornate card of a real estate company, of which he is the president. He casually mentions that his company was responsible for the placement of the arms plant in Redside. He also mentions that he wishes to expand his holdings into Los Angeles
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and San Diego, and hopefully the economic and war situations will stabilize soon. He notes that he was based in Bakersfield up until a few months ago, and then relocated to Redside. After the invasion; he and his friends "got patriotism" and formed a survivalist band to justify running around armed, and their leader changed his first and middle names specifically to make him seem alJ the more like your typical superpatriot. The "survivalists" area major, if capridous factor, in this adventure. After speaking a sentence or two of Spanish (to show off his proficiency in that language), he will also mention that he would even be interested in expanding into Mexico, particularly Mexico City ("With that free trade agreement, the market is gonna boom down there."). His band was lion maneuvers" when they came across a biker gang, getting some kicks out of terrorizing the lost children they had captured. Naturally, they did the "red-blooded American thing" and rescued the children, wiping out the biker gang in the process. lf the Knights question any of the children about their rescue (and rescuers), they will learn nothing except that it was over in seconds. One moment the bikers were bullying them and the next, the bikers were alJ dead and the survivalists were bringing them home. Harris will promptly volunteer his group's services when he learns of the coming attack, and will insist that he and his men stay in town to help teach the people survival skills and fortify the village. John Birch Harris and his "boys" are not what they seem. They are Nippon Tech agents, having originally been US businessmen visiting Japan when Kanawa took over. Seeing the economic opportunities in the realm, Harris and his companions promptly allied with the High Lord's agents, and returned home to begin their investment schemes. They have recently been directed to keep a careful eye on the activities here in Redside because it is so close to the Living Land and the Tharkold realms. Reggie Blake doesn't know that Harris was the one who scouted the area, and doesn't realize
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his true affiliation - as far as Blake is concerned, the survivalists are exactly what they appear to be. As long as the Storm Knights are fighting Baruk Kaah and the bikers, Harris will be a loyal ally, but he will kill them if they happen to learn his true identity or unwittingly threaten his own agenda (which is to further Kanawa profits, so he can make himself wealthy). Although he lies to suit his purposes, Harris wilJ be totally sincere when he says he wilJ do anything to stop "those lousy scales." Harris' plans will not run as smoothly as he wishes. Within his group of survivalists, there are four men, including his second-in-command, Jack Redburn, who have sold out to the Tharkoldu, in exchange for the wealth and power promised to them. They expect to be the foremost dominators of the region once it has been fully tamed, and it is within their best interests to undermine the actions of Harris and the Kanawa Corporation. Depending on how things turn out, Harris and the Storm Knights might become temporary allies even after his cover is blown, as he seeks to save his own hide from his treacherous followers and prevent expanded Tharkoldu influence (to most Storm Knights, Nippon Tech will certainly be seen as the lesser of the two evils). John Birch Harris, Survivalist DEXTERITY 13 Acrobatics 14, dodge 16, fire combat 15, lock picking 14, maneuver 15, melee weapons 14, missileweapons 14, running 14, stealth 15, unarmed combat 15 STRENGTH 11 Climbing 13 TOUGHNESS 13 PERCEPTION 11 Evidence analysis 12, find 12, first aid 14, land vehicles 12, language (Japanese) 15, language (Spanish) 14, tracking 14, trick 15 MIND 10 Medicine 11, survival 13, test 12, willpower 12 CHARISMA 10 Charm 13, persuasion 14, taunt 12 SPIRIT 13



Intimidation 14, reality 15 Possibilities: 15 Equipment: M249 SAW automatic rifle (damage value 23, range 3-150/ 550/1.3k, ammo 24), 2 .45 Colts (damage value 16, range 3-1 0/ 15/40,ammo 7), extra ammo clips, knife (damage value STR +3/18), first aid kit, twoway radio, flares, tent, sleeping bag, rations, climbing gear Jack Redburn, Survivalist! Tharkoldu agent posing as Nippon Agent DEXTERITY 12 Dodge 14, fire combat 15, maneuver 13, melee weapons 13, stealth 13 STRENGTH 12 TOUGHNESS 13 PERCEPTION 11 Evidence analysis 12, find 12, first aid 12, land vehicles 13, language 12, trick 13 MIND 11 Survival 13 CHARISMA 9 SPIRIT 10 Intimidation 11, reality 13 Possibilities: 7 Equipment: M249 SAW automatic rifle (damage value 23), 2 .45 Colts (damage value 16), extra ammo clips, knife (damage value STR +3/18), first aid kit, two-way radio, flares, tent, sleeping bag, rations, climbing gear Description: Ashort, brown-haired man with a thin mustache. Survivalist (7) DEXTERITY 11 Dodge 13, fire combat 13, melee combat 12, unarmed combat 12 STRENGTH 10 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 9 Find 10, first aid ]],land vehicles]] MINDS Willpower 9 CHARISMA 6 SPIRIT 11 Intimidation 13 Possibility Potential: none Equipment: M249 SAW automatic rifle (damage value 23), 2 .45 Colts (damage value 16), extra ammo clips, knife (damage value STR +3/18), first aid kit, two-way radio, flares, tent, sleeping bag, rations, climbing gear



Act Two



Event: Help From Headquarters This event can occur anytime after the Storm Knights have met the survivalists, and the mayor and Blake are still in the town square area. A car pulls up along the curb, in the space normally reserved for official vehicles. Al Marlin, mindful of his new duties as police chief, promptly storms over to chew the fellow out. In reply, the driver will hold out a small card. Marlin slowly turns to Blake and motions for him to come over to the car. Before Blake can reach the area, a Kevlar-jacketed man of obvious Oriental extraction will step out of the car and look around, followed by four similarly-garbed men. The newcomer is Sam Mogami, a Nisei (American-born of Japanese ancestry) and head of the team of Spartans which has just arrived. Sam's mission to Redside is multi-purpose; first, he looks at Blake, and sneers, ''I've gotto talk to you!" Then, without even waiting for a reply from Blake, he heads over to the Storm Knights and introduces himself: lII'm Sam Mogami, and as a duly appointed representative of the Delphi Council, and as per the Storm KnightRegistrationAct, while you're in town you are to take orders from me. We thought this situation could be handled by your group, but certain recent developments have required me and my agents to come here." Sam isn't in Redside to make friends, and with his gruff manner, he certainly won't be making any. He will get an explanation of the situation, either from the Storm Knights or Mayor Marlin, and then decide that the Victorians should setup camp near the town for defense, while the "survivalists" should help the town refortify itself; he will insist on going on to rescue the captured townspeople because it will help him and the other Spartans "assert the strength of the enemy forces." During the course of these few minutes, theStorm Knights should certainly get the idea that nobody really likes being ordered around by Sam, but they



don't really seem to have much choice. The townspeople are far from enthusiastic as they are already dependent on "foreigners" for defense, and are indignant that theirgovernment would leave them to the mercy of the bikers. Cunningham will absolutely refuse to take orders from a "bloody native." This will go over poorly with Sam, and by the time he has finished threatening to make Cunningham eat his own mustache, the atmosphere will have chilled considerably. Sam Mogami is a bit of a wild card in this adventure. Although he will make a nuisance of himself by trying to get at least the Storm Knights to "toe the line," he is an ordinary patriotic agent trying to do his job, and will be a trustworthy ally during the adventure. Since the Victorians will have their hands full with defending the town from external assaults, he will be the only reliable ally the Knights have once the survivalists make their move. Of course, his appearance is meant to fan the flames of suspicion in the Knights' minds because of his ancestry. Sam Mogami, Spartan Leader DEXTERITY 10 Dodge 12, fire combat 14, missile weapons 13, unarmed combat 12 STRENGTH 10 TOUGHNESS 11 PERCEPTION 9 Air vehicles 11, evidence analysis 11, find 11, land vehicles 12, language (Japanese) 13, tracking 11, trick 10, water vehicles 10 MIND 9 Survival 12, test 10, willpower 10 CHARISMA 10 Persuasion 13, taunt 12 SPIRIT 9 Intimidation 12, reality 10 Possibilities: 9 Equipment: Uzi (damage value 17, range 3-15/40/100, ammo 11), 9mm beretta (damage value 15, range 3-10/ 25/40, ammo 9), short bow (damage value STR +5/19, range 3-10/40/100), 30 arrows, combat knife (damage value STR +4/18), kevlar body armor (armorvalueTOU +5/22), polarized sunglasses, two-way radio, compass Description: A short, wiry man, quite strong for his size.



Spartans (4) DEXTERITY 10 Dodge 12, fire combat 12, melee weapons 12, missile weapons 12, stealth 12 STRENGTH 10 TOUGHNESS 11 PERCEPTION 8 Find 10, tracking 10 MIND 7 Survival 9 CHARISMA 8 Taunt 10 SPIRIT 8 Possibilities: None Equipment: Uzi (damage value 17), short bow (damage valueSTR +5/19), 30 arrows, combat knife (damage value STR +4/18), kevlar body armor (armor value TOU +5/22), two-way radio, compass, survival kit



Event: A Victorian Mystery While the Storm Knights are still being introduced to Redside and its people, a strange looking man in simple black clothes approaches them. He Simply says, "We've got to talk. I'm McCreedy, and I know of something ... evil ... in this place. Things in this town are not as they seem. Don't talk to anyone about this now - here is my address. Meet me there tonight. There is a terrible horror that you must put a stop to." He hands them a crumpled note of paper, scrawled on it is an address: 8 Schoolhollse St., Apt. 2. If the Storm Knights can suggest a place where they can talk immediately in peace, McCreedy will refuse, only saying, "I can't ... not yet. My research isn't complete." If the Storm Knights insist, the adventure can jump to Act Two, Scene Two, "The Monster Hunter," but it is strongly suggested that the Storm Knights be hurried along by the Spartans to go on the rescue in the Living Land. After the encounter, have the Storm Knights make a Perseveral1ce total; if successful, increase the group's total by+l. If the Storm Knights ask around, they'll learn that the man moved into Redside only about three days ago,
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and he has kept to himself mostly. Most people regard him as "peculiar but harmless."



Cut To ..• Scene Three, "The Jungle Trek," as the Storm Knights and Spartans head into the Living Land/Mixed zone to rescue the townspeople captured in the last raid.



SCENE THREE: The Jungle Trek The Situation Standard. The party plunges into the Living Land/Nippon mixed zone, whose border is only a few miles to the north of Redside. Because of thernixed zone's nature, all weapons below tech 24 can be used without creating a contradiction.



The Action As they proceed grimly on their way, the Knights will find scattered traces of others who have gone before them: abandoned motorcycles, trampled and smashed to bits by some huge animal, torn leather jackets and scattered (and clean-picked) bones. Obviously, some gang members got lost in the Deep Mist, only to meet a horrible fate. After a mile has been covered, these signs will cease. The rain forest is eerily still, with no animal cries to disturb the silence. Abruptly, the Knights hear a puffing, whooshing sound similar, but not identical to, the sounds made by stalengers as they fly through the air. The sounds seem to be all around them, as if some creatures are circling



them, several meters above. The Attack The sounds are coming from crea-



turescalled tromblen, which are manta ray-like creatures from the stalenger homeworld. There area dozen of these creatures, but they only attack one



target at a time, each of them making a swooping bite in a single-file formation. Randomly determine which individual (either Spartan or Storm Knight) will be their first target. Have each character make a Perception total against a difficulty of 12. If successful, thecharacterwillknowthat an attack is imminent from a specific direction, and will be allowed to make an unarmed combat or melee weapons active defense roll or shoot in the general direction. If a character fails the roll, it is surprised by the attack and can do nothing. Describe the scene: Suddenly the· whooshing sounds seem to change tone, and then from out of the mist, about three meters above ground level, emerges a green and black creature, vaguely reminiscent of a manta ray. 11 swoops down on (the target), making a piercing squeal. Then, before the first can



T



swoop away, another appears, making an identical pass, and then another, and then another ... Within a few seconds, you count one dozen of the creatures that have attacked (the target).



Tromblen normally attack solitary creatures or small groups, trusting to their fast flight speed and maneuverability to kill a target. They will attack only one target at a time, attacking it until it is dead, and then moving on to another target. These creatures have killed almost all other game in the area, and thus have been forced to attack the Storm Knights in a desperate attempt to get food. If more than half of them are killed or seriously wounded, they will flee the area. Tromblen DEXTERITY 9 Dodge 10, flight 13, stealth 11 STRENGTH 12 TOUGHNESS 9



he Mixed Zone



bombarded with reality storms, as the two realms battle for domination of the area. The storms



jects and beings of other realities, such as Aysle, Core Earth, the Nile and so forth, will also be targets of the attacks. Themajorityofstormsshould have an effect value of 18 or less (although more powerful storms can occur), and can affect beings and people in many ways winds and lightning may make physical attacks, spiritual cones of energy may make spiritual attacks. Items may be transformed in the storm. During storms, depth perception is warped, causing a -3 penalty for any Perception-or Dexterihj-based skill. Some very powerful storms cause vivid hallucinations and fe~r-inspiringalterations of reality. Thesestormscan temporarily bring into being wildly unusual



can appear in an instant, and last



realities.



Because of the peculiar mixture of Nippon Tech and Living Land realities, visitors to the area



gain many benefits. With a mixed zone, todeterminecontradictions, use the higher axiom of the two realities. In effect, the zone has a Techof24 (from Nippon),Spiritof 24 (from Living Land), Magic 2 (from Nippon), and Social of 22 (from Nippon). If a character disconnects from reality, they must reconnect depending upon which type of tool tlley were using: if using a Tech, Magic or Social tool, use the NipponTech reconnection number; if using a Spiritual tool, use the Living Land reconnection number. The area is also constantly



for hours or maybe only seconds. A storm will be attuned to one of the two realities - Living Land or Nippon -and concentrate on attacking objects and beings of the other reality, although ob-



Reality storms are best used as a means of increasing drama and tension in a scene. Ofcourse,



reality storms don't discriminate, and may attack anyone, Storm Knight or enemy.
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PERCEPTION 9 Tracking 12, trick (13) MIND 6 Test (7) CHARISMA 4 Taunt (8) SPIRIT 4 Intimidation 8 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: teeth (damage value sTR +1/13), wings (speed value 12)



Event: Quicksand! The Storm Knights and their companions encounter a pool of quicksand. It is a deep brown, much like very moist mud, and thus blends into the surrounding terrain very well. The edge of the pool is only a couple of feet deep, much like wading through a moist swamp. Have each party member roll a survival, evidence analysis or Perception check against a difficulty of 15; anyone who succeeds will realize that something is amiss. Anyone who enters the quicksand will realize their precarious position soon enough - about two meters in from the edge of the area, it abruptly drops to a depth of seven meters. Any character who enters the deep portion of the quicksand must make a willpower or Mind total against a difficulty of 12 to not panic and start thrashing about wildly, which will only cause the unfortunate character to sink faster. Anyone who fails the check will sink from sight in one minute's time; those who succeed in their check have about ten minutes before they go under. Anyone who enters the shallow portion ofthe quicksand to assist their companions who have fallen in must make an acrobatics or Dexterittj check against a difficulty of 10 each round to avoid falling in . When pulling a victim out of the quicksand, the puller will have to make a successful lifting or Strength roll of 12 (other characters coordinating on the action make rescue much easier). The quicksand area is rougWy circular, about 10 meters in diameter, and will require the Storm Knights to maneuver around trees and through swampy areas to get back on the trail on the other side.



Event: The Rogue Bull As the Knights proceed on their way, they will hear the occasional great crash ofsome huge body moving through the forest in the general direction they are going. Characters making an evidence analysis or Perception total oflO or higher will be able to determine that the sound is coming from directly behind them. If theStorrnKnightsrushalong,havethem make additional evidenceanalysis or Perception checks against the same diffi-



culty every few minutes; if successful, they know that the creature is following them, and it seems to be closing in on them (if the party has separated, the creaturehas followed thelargest group). Within a few rounds, the characters will hear several large trees come crashing down, and from the mist will emerge a carnal, one of the nastier denizens of the Living Land. Describe the scene: The first thing you notice is its speed. Running on long hind legs, it bursts from the mist with a roar and a charge. Nearly twice as long as a car, I.
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it stands nearly double your height, and moves faster than anything that big has a right to. As it swings its head around on a short, stubby and well-muscled neck, you can see the huge spikes, nearly two feet long, that run in a crest from head to tail. Two forelimbs, laughably short, hang uselessly at the midpoint of its torso. Its deep red skin glistens with moisture, and as it runs, almost leaping, the ground shakes with the bulk. The mouth opens to reveal two rows of canines, perfect for rendering flesh, and even meters away, you can smell its last meal of flesh or carrion, the blood stains still ringing its outer gums and making its saliva a sickening pink color. It is too much to take in, as it swoops low and prepares its attack ... The carnolattacks with both its teeth and its immensely strong spiked tail. It is an intelligent fighter, making use of the terrain for cover and tactical advantage, and its quickness allows it to get out of the way of many attacks. Its purpose in this attack is to gain a quick meal - if it can grab someone and run away it will be satisfied. Carnol DEXTERITY 13 Dodge 16, maneuver 15, unarmed combat 17 STRENGTH 26 TOUGHNESS 30 PERCEPTION 6 Tracking 8, trick (15) MINDS Test (12) CHARISMA 4 Taunt (10) SPIRIT 3 Intimidation 22 Possibilities: none Natural Tools: Thick hide (armor value TOU +2/32), teeth (damage valueSTR +6/32), spiked tail (damage value STR +2/28) An edeinos or other Living Land expert can tell that the bull is an old one (from the jowls that descend down to its neck), and will inform the party that carnol that are too old to breed become solitary and vicious beasts that will attack anything they meet (a scholar(Living Land), general scholar for anyone who has spent any amount of time in the Living Land or Sll /"Vival



total of 10 will be enough to reveal this}. It was the only animal in the area the tromblen could not bring down. Sam, if asked about how to handle it, will answer "You don't live to become a veteran by locking horns with a damned beast like that -let's try to clear the area. If you have some fresh meat packed with you, leave it out, and it will be enough to distract it." If no one has any meat, Sam will shout and yell to attract the dinosaur's attention, then lead itoffintotheforest (a Storm Knights with a better stealth score can also attempt this). If the party waits ten minutes, Sam will have given it the slip and rejoin them, wondering aloud how they could ever get along without the presence of an expert.



On the Right Track Tlle party comes across a small clearing where the edeinos stopped to rest. The tracks of human captives, gospog, and the lizard men themselves will be everywhere, and the putrid stench of the gospog will still be noticeable. If the area is searched, several scraps of clothing will be found. Have each maracter searc1ling the "far" side of the clearing make a find or Perception total of 10 or higher. If successful, a real prize will be found: a crude arrow drawn by one of the captives. (The other captives stood around to hide the sketcher from view while he did this, so this is a genuine clue and not a trap.)



SCENE FOUR: The Rescue The Situation Dramatic. In this scene, the Storm Knights must penetrate the spiritual outer defenses of the edeinos village, which is littered with pleasure plant traps, as well as grass spear traps. Once through, they must fight their way through a throng of edeinos warriors to rescue the captives, then use the confusion to escape the village. .After that, they must retrace their steps back to Core Earth territory, conducting a running fight much of the way.



The Action The Storm Knights and Spartans come upon the edge of the village, which is in an artificially cleared out grove. Through the mist, they'll see a gradual decrease in the amount ofvegetation. Up ahead, they see a series of tall, flowing plants ofunearthly beauty, with simple patches of grass in between. The first structures of the village can be seen at the edge of the mist, the primitive leaf covered hrocktshoot huts common to edeinos tribes (if desired, the gamemaster may have the Storm Knights enter the village near the Tharkoldu quarters instead). The chanting and rhythmic drum beating of a Keta Kalles conversion ceremony can be heard rising up from the center of the village, as hundreds of edeinos voices are raised in a chaotic and disharmonious melody. The ceremony is nearly complete, and the captives will be faced with the choice - join the tribe or die.



The Village's Outer Defenses Once the party actually gets to the edeinos village, it will discover the hard way that itis guarded onall sides by a variety of Living Land miracles that they have never encountered before. The zone of defenses appears to be no more than a grassy glade, with slender, supple, man-sized flowers standing up here and there. There are only a few plants, standing at wide intervals, ofsuch unearthly beauty that the Knights might well decide to steer clear of them. This is a good idea, since they are pleasure plants (see the Introduction for a full description), and the "gaps" between them are covered by patches of ground blessed with the miracles grass spear,grass blossom spear, and earth swallow. Once the village is sighted, Sam will motion to his team and the Storm Knights. Not daring to speak above a whisper, he'll explain, "I've done this many times. I'll send the men around the perimeter, and we'll slowly sneak through their outer defenses - ready your weapons and prepare for the assault. Funny, none of the typical de-
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fenses; no pain sacks. Johnson, go to the other side of the village and prepare those explosives - if you hear gunfire, set them off and takeout a few trees. That should throw them off long enough for us to escape." Within seconds, the Spartans, except for Sam, who stays with the Knights, have dispersed into the mist. The Knights can see a Spartan to the left and to the right. Sam suggests that they proceed slowly, cautiously, and points out that the Spartans are only going to open up if things obviously go poorly. Just as the Knights and Sam approach the edge of the glade, both Spartans within view experience a brutal and quick death - while walking on the grassy areas, it seems that spears sprout from the ground, impaling them in less than a second. A short scream of pain, a stream of blood, and then they are limp on the ground, the spear seemingly shrinking back down to the size of a blade of grass. In horror, Sam will realize that the "damned scales" must have some new miracles at their disposal. Againstthese specific miracles, countermeasures will be of dubious effect. Probing the earth ahead of the party or tossing objects on it will not uncover these defenses because the miracles only reacting to sentient non-Jakatts. The pleasure plants may be burned, but there should be a fear that the flame might be seen through the Deep Mist or, more likely, the wind will blow the smoke into the village. Explosives or magic may well create enough noise to draw the attention of every warrior in the tribe. The best plan is to find a safe path through the area (perhaps by destroying a specific pleasure plant), and then progress single file through the defenses and into the village (of course, they should probably mark the path to make sure that they can leave thearea without triggering more traps). If the battle is so overwhelming or confusing that it is possible that the characters get confused, it is perfectly appropriate to have them make filld or Perceptioll checks to find the markers indicating the safe path out (the difficulty should be determined by how noticeable the markers are). Going overthedefensezoneis prob-



ably the best option - the trees are close enough that vines and ropes could be used to swing over the defenses (an acrobatics total of 10 would be enough).



The Distraction Despite the sounds of the conversion ceremony, which are so loud that they can even be heard outside the village, a loud noise like that of an exploding grenade will bring a squad of a dozen edeinos warriors, a stalenger, and one of the optants to investigate (if the Storm Knights or Sam fire their guns, Johnson, on the other side of the village, will set off such a distraction - while it will distract the edeinos, it will also place all of the villagers on alert, so Sam will suggest waiting until the thick of battle before firing).



The "Quicksand" Trap Earth swallow should be the most nerve-wracking oftraps for the Knights to deal with. This is a case where vivid referee descriptions can mean everything - the first time someone literally falls for this trap, the Knights will not know that this is merely a holding trap. Mindful of their unfortunate experience with the quicksand, they may well believe that this is some "artificial" quicksand trap. Describe the slight shifting of the soil as the character tries to free himself, stating that the soil appears more fluid than usual (it is; the soil around the trap is alive), and generally giving the impression that it might be a form of quicksand. Require the trapped character to make a willpower roll against a difficult of 10 to see whether or not the victim gives in to panic (if the roll is failed, the victim will scream so loud that a squad of half a dozen edeinos warriors and one of the optants will come to investigate). Once the true nature of the trap is apparent, the process of rescue will still be a creepy one. Describe how the soil scraped away from the victim's legs flows like water back around the prisoner, almost as soon as it is re-



moved. This living soil should give the incident an aspect of terror seemingly more suited to Orrorsh than the Living Land. Let the players find out on their own that the only way to successfully dig a trapped character out is to hurl or lug the dug-up soil at least six feet away from the victim. If the players are taking too long to discover this, wasting too much time on a simple holding trap, then give them some hints, especially if an idea card is played. State that the victim's frantic scraping at the soil has thrown dirt all over the place, and that the soil flung farthest away is not flowing back into the trap. If the players aren't too bright, they may believe that it is the spot itself that nullifies the soil's spiritual life, not the distance. This could slow down the digging-out process considerably, as the free characters get in each others' way while carrying the dirt to just that one spot. Remember tha t, whatever the Storm Knights do, the process of digging out a trapped character will be a slow and tedious one. Take advantage of every means to hurry them along through anxiety, with every sound from the surrounding jungle seeming to be an approaching beast of prey, and every change in the ceremonial chanting the approach of an edeinos patrol. No one will imagine they could have so many thrills merely being stuck in one spot.



Flag If the trapped character blows his willpower roll, and a hero setback card is in play, then his screams will attract the attention of the an edeinos hunting party returning to the village (J 0 more warriors) or the carnal (if it didn't suffer any wounds in the previous



encounter).



A Wild Celebration As has already been hinted earlier, the ceremony at the village has begun. Branches are beaten against trees to produce a drumming sound, while the bulk of the warriors are dancing wildly around the captives. There are at least 100 warriors here, and as many
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females and young. Flying overhead are ten stalengers. There will be two dozen gospog of the Second Planting, plus whatever gospog survived from the first battle (both groups are still armed). Also present are two benthe, two optants, and two gotaks. Edeinos Optants DEXTERITY 11 Dodge 12, missile weapons 12, stealth 12 STRENGTH 9 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 9 Language 10, tracking 10, trick 10 MIND 9 Test 11, willpower 10 CHARISMA 8 Taunt 9 SPIRIT 12 Faith (Keta Kalles) 14, focus 14, intimidation 10, reality 13 Possibilities: 5 Natural Tools: Claws (damage valueSTR+3/12), teeth (damage value STR +2/11), tail (damage value STR) Equipment: Hrockt spear (damage value STR +3/19), simple club (damage value STR +3/19), spiked great club (damage value STR +5/21) Miracles: Animal rage, blind, blossom spears, cause pain, decreased fouch,



earth swallow, earth's ear, grass blossom spear, grass spear, great club, healing, heighteued Dexterity, heightened hearing, increased Strength, increased Toughness, intensiftJ emotions, pleasure plant, see through mist, simple club, simple spear, spiked club, spiked great club Edeinos Gotaks DEXTERITY 11 Dodge 12, missile weapons 12, stealth 12 STRENGTH 9 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 9 Language 10, tracking 10, trick 10 MIND 9 Test 11, willpower 10 CHARISMA 8 Taunt 9 SPIRIT 12 Faith (Keta Kalles) 14, focus 14, intimidation 10, reality 13 Possibilities: 5 Natural Tools: Claws (damage value STR +3/12), teeth (damage value STR +2/11), tail (damage value STR)



Equipment: Hrockt spear (damage value STR +3/19), simple club (damage value STR +3/19), spiked great club (damage value STR +5/21) Miracles: Animal rage, blind, blos-



som spears, cause pain, decreased touch, earth's ear, grass blossom spear, grass spear,great club,healing,heightened Dexterity, heightened hearing, increased Strength, increased Toughness, intensiftJ emotions, pain sacks, see through mist, simple club, simple spear, spiked club, spiked great club Benthe DEXTERITY 7 Beast riding 10, stealth 9 STRENGTH 7 TOUGHNESS 12 PERCEPTION 17 Evidence analysis 19, find 18, trick 19 MIND 14 Survival 15, test 16, willpower 17 CHARISMA 11 SPIRIT 11 Faith (Keta Kalles) 13 Possibilities: none Natural Tools: Pheromonemanipulation



The Defenders The six captives are in the center of the dancing horde, numb with terror and bound with vine ropes, only a few feet from the altar. The two optants are closes to the captives, with a dozen warriors just a few meters away. The rest of the tribe is dancing in a huge circle extending almost to the edge of the village's defenses. The gotaks and gospog have been segregated from the rest of the villagers, and are gathered near the Tharkoldu quarters. The Storm Knights may be able to sneak to the edge of the ceremonial area by sneaking through the series of edeinos huts, which are all vacant during the ceremony. If the Storm Knights have gone undetected by the village, once they are first noticed, they will have four rounds before anyone but the optants and warriors can act (due to the confusion of the moment). After the first four rounds, 20 warriors per round will join the battle - with 100 warriors in the village, speed is of the essence. During the chaos of the



battle, two warriors will carry the benthe into the mist and follow the Storm Knights back to Core Earth, in the hope that the benthes' pheromone attack can be used on them before the escape is complete. The way back to Core Earth should be an on-again, off-again running fight until they reach the boundary of the Living Land; if the Knights getthis far, they will not be followed back to Core Earth.



Tharkoldu Quarters If the Storm Knights decide to investigate the strange tents on the side of the tribe opposite the edeinos huts, they will soon realize that the plot to destroy the arms factory has many different involved parties. The tents are a combination of metal and wood, with cloth doors. Each of the tents is abandoned. The interior of each of the tents is similar- if they investigate more than one tent, change the exact contents only slightly. Describe the scene: Each tent, although large, has only one room. There is a long board with a thin mat and a huge chest. There are several bins. All around are parts of technological equipment, all of its futuristic in nature; any Storm Knight making a scholar total of 15 or higher will know that this is very advanced stuff, and any Storm Knight who has encountered techno-demons or their technology before will instantly recognize the stuff as occultech, the evil mixture of technology and occult magic. The tents look more like dens of vermin, as the gear and rubbish (cloth, trash, tools and so forth) is nearly a foot deep, requiring a Storm Knight to wade carefully through the tent. There are no useful devices in the tent, nor are there computers, diaries or anything of that nature to indicate the plans or involvement of the Tharkoldu. Storm Knights looking into a bin must make a willpowertotal o£12 to not get physically ill at the sight and smell -blood issplattered everywhere, with body parts such as fingers, hands, arms, legs and head, scattered liberally about.
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TheTharkoldu themselves are away from the tribe, helping cement their alliance with Hog. In order to further their plans, they have used the monkey form spell to disguise themselves as humans (this is an alteration/entity 13 spell). This adventure is written so that the Tharkoldu and the Storm Knights don't get into direct combat until the final scene, but if the characters are persistent enough to wait at the village for a day (dodging hunting parties all the while), the Tharkoldu will return to the tribe later the next afternoon. See Act Four, Scene Three, "The Second Stage" for complete statistics. Any Storm Knight who is somehow able to ask the edeinos about the tents or their inhabitants, will learn that each tent belongs to a human. All of them are tall, thin with jet black hair and black eyes. They have dealt with the gotaks, who ha ve in turn convinced the optants and the rest of the tribe to go along with their plans. They are away for the now, but said they will return la ter.



Aftermath Once the party is back in Core Earth territory, the freed prisoners will chat with their rescuers. If asked, a man named Dan will volunteer that he worked in the weapons factory in shipping, but ofcourse, things have slowed down since the biker attacks started. He will also say that he saw some



••
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strange packages, and it was rumored that a lab on the second floor has been experimenting with explosives. He'll explain that it was some weird chemical explosive he'd never heard of before, but it certainly was effective (this operation was supposed to bea secret, but considering the stress and confusion of the moment, Dan didn't really think before just blurting out the information). Sam will comment that he finds the information very interesting - his reason for coming to Redside is to help straighten out the arms shipments, but the Delphi Council hasn't authorized Seisaku to construct new explosives at the factory (the Delphi Council's contract calls for strict controls over what activities occur at the factory). If asked about the conversion ceremony, they will explain that the only reason they had not been converted before the Knights showed up was because the edeinos were waiting for an "expert" to come and question them about the factory: someone referred to only as "the Swordsman." There are two other factory workers, named Joanie and Mark. If the Storm Knights ask any of them about specific routines atthe plant, they will answer in an identical dull monotone, "Every day we just finish the weapons." If the Storm Knights ask them about a specific day or specific occurrence, their faces will simply go blank, and in the same dull monotone they will say, "I don't remember." Once the



Storm Knights hear the same phrase more than once, or hear that the workers don't remember, have them make a Perseverance check; if successful, the group's Perseverance total goes up by +1. If any of the Storm Knights elect to use True sight on the workers, they will see a black aura around each worker - have them make another Perseverance check, which if successful, increases the group's total by +2. Once arriving in town, there should be a properly tearful reunion as the freed captives are brought back to Redside. It should be early evening of the first night the Storm Knights have been in town. At this point, they may decide to talk to McCreedy or Blake, while Sam will definitely storm off to talk with Blake. Meanwhile, the Victorians have been working on their defenses for the upcoming attack, and most of the streets have been barricaded, with Victorian soldiers and townsfolk mounting checkpoints at the edge of Redside.



Act Awards The player characters should receive three Possibilities for this act. If their play was below average, cut this. to two; if above average, make it four.



Cut to ... Act Three, early evening in Redside.



Act Three



Act Three



Factions in Action The Major Beat In this act, the Tharkoldu and their minions make preliminary moves against the Nippon Tech arms factory and the town of Redside, drawing the Storm Knights into the thick of the action. The edeinos attempt to penetrate the factory's security, while Harris' Tharkoldu-Ioyal agents attempt sabotage. In the course of repelling these attacks, the Storm Knights discover that the truth behmd the Seisaku plant is much more sinister than they ever imagined.



Which Way to Go This act is structured with the presumption that the Storm Knights will be returning to Redslde dunng the evening. If, instead, they return the morning after the rescue, Blake WIll call them to the factory and give them a tour of the facility, as well as introduce them to some of the workers. If this happens, cut to "The Tour" in Scene Four; during the course of the day, they may talk to McCreedy (see Scene Two). Then, piay out Scene Four as occurring later that evening.. If the Knights return to Redslde at night, they have several options. If the Storm Knights decide that they want to talk to Blake about what is going on at the factory, go to Scene One, "Something's Rotten in Redside." If the Storm Knights want to talk to McCreedy, go to Scene Two, "The Monster Hunter." If they decide to investigate Harris, cut to Scene Three, "Kicking Back." If the Storm Knights decide to go to the factory, go to Scene Four, "Failed Espionage." If Sam learned of the explosives experiments in Act Two, Sam will insist on going to



Blake's house immediately, and alone if necessary. If the Storm Knights decide that they must discuss matters with Mayor Marlin, cut to "The Mayor's Office" in Scene One. If they decide to get some rest before pursuing the matter more, cut to Scene Four (or, you can have them spot Harris in the bar onthe way to their rooms, as descrIbed In Scene Three).



The Barricades In the scant hours that the Storm Knights have been away from Redside, the Victorians and townspeople have built barricades at each of the roads running into town. The barricade is simple, but effective: two or three heavy trucks or pickups, with several armed guards. There is also a watchtower so that the hills off in the distance may be observed, giving the town more warning in case of an assault. At the checkpoint, the Storm Knights will be able to get directions to Blake's or McCreedy's house, as well as information on the location of the mayor, Blake, McCreedy, Harris or the Victorian officers. When the Victorians spot the Storm Knights, they will quickly be ushered through the checkpoint, and the townspeople will react with joy at the Sight of their rescued neighbors. Of course, there will be a tearful reunion, statements of gratitude, invit~tions t 
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Central 

3. ______ the customers were satisfied. (all/both). 4. Are you available for the ______ meeting? (last/next). 5. ______ myuncles live in Switzerland. (both/twice).
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ALAMUT VALLEY 

GHAZOR KHAN CASTLE, ALAMUT VALLEY,. QAZVIN DISTRICT This reconstruction of the remote fort is the legendary Headquarter of the Ismaeli. Assasins of ...
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Rehabilitation of DrÃ¢a Valley Ksour, DrÃ¢a Valley 

Plan of Qsar Asrir (one of the 17 Qsour concerned) before rehabilitation. Page 3. Rehabilitation of DrÃ¢a Valley Ksour, DrÃ¢a Valley, Morocco. Page 4 ...
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Loire Valley Languedoc-Roussillon 

RED. Cabernet Sauvignon, Cenay, Napa 2014. 20/ 80. Cahors, Malbec du Clos, Jean Luc Baldes 2012. 14/ 56. ChÃ¢teauneuf-du-Pape, TÃ©lÃ©gramme, Vieux ...
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teme valley & united pack 

7 avr. 2018 - MASTER HIDE (IRE). PIQUE ROCK. ROCK OF AGES ... MASTER SUNRISE (IRE). MITEBEALL FORLUCK ... SEE IT IN. TORTUGA BAY. (17).
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Over the valley 

Where we've been hiding. Making our memories. And I'm deciding. You are my one and only love. And we'll be over the valley. As the moon shines above.
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Loire Valley Languedoc-Roussillon 

RED. Ribera del Duero, Pingus 2012. 1800. Ribera del Duero, Vega Sicilia Unico 2004. 775. Rioja, Marques de Murrieta, Gran Reserva especial Cosecha 2007.
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Why Silicon Valley billionaires are prepping for the ... .fr 

Feb 15, 2018 - private jet and fly to a property Thiel owns in New Zealand. (The plan from this point, you'd have to assume, was to sit out the collapse of ...
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NOS FLAMBÉES SONT SERVIS AVEC LA GARNITURE À VOTRE CHOIX, INCLUSE LA SALADE DU BUFFET. À VOTRE CHOIX : NOUILLES AU BEURRE, RIZ ...
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Production Switcher - Grass Valley 

Jun 30, 1993 - See the corresponding sections in this operation manual. ..... this purpose, previously press Pos on the Wipe panel. Note: ...... If these changed patterns have to be constantly used in future, they can be stored as follows:.
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Loire Valley Languedoc-Roussillon 

Chenin Blanc, Habit, Jurassic Park, Santa Ynez 2015. 17/ 68. Pinot Grigio, Scarpetta, Friuli 2015. 14/ 56. Sauvignon Blanc, Sanglier, Sonoma 2016. 16/ 64.
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Loire Valley Languedoc-Roussillon 

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Télégramme, Vieux Télégraphe 2014. 25/ 100. Moulin-A-Vent, Domaine Les Gryphees 2015 (chilled). 16/ 64. Pinot Noir, Miro, Anderson ...
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Loire Valley Languedoc-Roussillon 

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Télégramme, Vieux Télégraphe 2014. 25 /100. Cahors, Malbec du Clos, Jean Luc Baldes 2012. 14/ 56. Saint-Joseph, Domaine ...
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CARRÉ D`AGNEAU À L`AIL DE L`OURS SUR LÉGUMES DU FOUR/ RÖSTI. RINDSFILET AN RASSIGER PFEFFERSAUCE, RISOTTO, GEMÜSE. CHF. 42.00.
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bio valley - Evry 

27 oct. 2017 - NE PAS JETER SUR LA VOIE PUBLIQUE. OSWALDORB - 10/2017. POSE DE LA PREMIÈRE PIERRE. INVITATION. BIO VALLEY. ÉVRY. Illustration non contractuelle à caractère d'ambiance. Chantier Bio Valley. Un parking mis à disposition. Accès chantier.
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Indicateur Central 

DREAL Centre. 02558X0034. Saint-LÃ©ger-des-AubÃ©es. 28. DREAL Centre. 03263X0004. Fains-la-Folie. 28. DREAL Centre. 03626X0026. Ouzouer-le-MarchÃ©.
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Hudson Valley Cha Cha 

ROCK BACK RT, REPLACE, SHUFFLE. FWD R-L-R, FULL TURN RT, SHUFFLE. SIDE L-R-L. 1-2. Rock forward left, replace weight on right Rock back right, ...
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Loire Valley Languedoc-Roussillon 

Château L'Afrique Côtes de Provence 2016. 15/ 60. Domaine de Cala, Prestige, Côteaux Varois 2016. 17/ 68. Whispering Angel, d'Esclans, Côtes de Provence ...
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Saucon Valley CC - Weyhill Course Center Valley, Pa 

24 sept. 2018 - Kevin Keane -- McDaniel College. Hole. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12 ..... Kody Long -- Moravian College. Hole. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11.
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Adder 882 System - Grass Valley 

Apr 1, 1999 - One fiber connection with optically combined bidirectional signals at 850/1300 nm or. 1300/1550 nm as shown in Figure 2. In a standard two ...
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Viper FilmStream Camera - Grass Valley 

camera by measuring the camera-to-object distance and setting the lens. The camera .... these outputs using the color temperature switch on the camera, thus creating an ... an easy transition from shooting with traditional film cameras. i was impress
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